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Dobie Tails

A Day At The Symphony
Daniel explores his artistic sid!
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“It’s loud, but it’s not noise!”
By Daniel Sampson

I am taking the time today to dictate my story while I relax and recharge my batteries after a very
busy day at the Omaha Youth Wind Symphony yesterday. I was very excited when Mom got out my
leash and said we were going to it. I had no idea what a symphony was but when I heard the word
“wind” I thought it was something my sister Gracie should be involved in. She has enough hot air to do a
concert solo and besides, there is no one she likes to listen to better than herself!
The day began with a nice car ride. Mom sang to me in the car. She has a voice that reminds me of a
time that a cat got its tail slammed in a door but I don’t mind it really because the song was about having
“The Look” and she changed the words to “He’s got the look” and sang it to me. I disregarded the cattail-slammed-in-the-door voice and just enjoyed the words because I am handsome and I love it when
people admire me. I’m sorry if that sounds egotistical but one has to believe in themselves, you know. I
!
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Daniel, cont’d. thought the day was perfect just
We sat down in the lobby and began to
riding along and being sung to but it got better.
greet the public. I went to work and tried to tell
them all that I was hungry and give them my best
We parked the car and I met Tusayne and Sedona, sad face to see if anyone would take heart and feed
two beautiful red sisters who were rescued a few
years back. Their mom, Chris Tucker, was one of
the conductors of the symphony. They were being
handled by my Aunt Vicki. Tusy and Sedona
smelled sooooo good and they were polite and
ladylike. I was so happy being around all of these
girls and getting attention! Wow!
I can remember when I didn’t know
anything about girls. When I first came to live
with my new family I only knew what men were
like. My first owner was a single male. The world
of females is very different. I spent weeks staring
at Mom while she smeared stuff on her face every
morning. I just didn’t get it. She didn’t have much
fur on her face but I thought she looked ok. One
day she put some eye shadow on my pips because I
wanted to know what it was but then she looked at
me, shook her head and said I looked like “Elton
John” and wiped it off. Who’s that? I know that
“john” can be a nickname for the toilet but is there
a special one that is an “Elton” as well? I just
don’t get it. Then there was that perfume she
always used when smelling like a dog is ever so
much better. Between having a “mom” in my life
and then Audrey and Gracie, plus Dad, I was
quickly versed in the world of females. It is a
strange world but I do like it. There is nothing
better than attention from a pretty girl.
You can imagine how I felt having Mom, Aunt
Vicki with those vivid blue eyes (and yes they are
real! What do you think she puts in fake eyeballs
each day?) Tusie and Sedona, I felt like I was in
heaven. It only got better!

!

Tusie and Sedona are a! ears!

me. It had only been a few minutes since my last
snack and I was starved. The one kid that sat next
to us for a long time kept insisting that he didn’t
have a hamburger but I think he was holding out.
All of us dogs got petted by lots of people but no
one asked to adopt Mom or Aunt Vicki. After
awhile I got tired and stretched out on the bench
and people thought I was so cute so they gave me
more attention. I kissed lots of people and politely
wagged my tail to tell them I liked their kind
words.
A lady sat down close to us. She asked
what kind of a dog I was and seemed apprehensive
so she stayed as far away from me on the bench as
possible. I wanted to ask her what kind of a people
she was so I slowly moved closer and closer to her.
She leaned away and I stood up and rested my head
on her shoulder and just looked at her. Mom said
to her “You may as well face it, you have to be his
friend” and just like that the lady was petting me
and laughing and telling me what a good boy I
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that I would like to see! I think the Tuba is her
specialty!

was! I like it
when people
like me and I
will always work them until they do.
Gracie contemplates her futur!
as a tuba player.

Tusie and Sedona greeted their public too and they
were very ladylike.
They looked so elegant
walking on their leashes side by side with Aunt
Vicki, like a page out of a fashion magazine. They
were very good girls and their mom should be
proud. We got to meet some really nice terriers
there too, and a Japanese Chin and Papillon.
Anyway, it was a very nice day out and I was
tired when I got home but not too tired to eat or tell
Gracie about the events of the day. She thinks she
could play all of those instruments herself. Now

Mom and Dad went off to get Twilight placed
into her new home and I took a nice long nap and
thought about how thankful I am to have my home
and that there are people out there who care about
us dogs and rescue us when we need help. I’m sure
Tusie and Sedona felt the same and I’ll bet they
were tired too. We are sure grateful to Chris, their
mom, for having us come out. I know we made a
good impression.
Not only are Dobies good
looking and nice but cultured too.
I’ll keep you filled in on my adventures as they
come. Uncle Mark wants to film a TV movie on
me and call it “The History of the Potato: The
Daniel Sampson Story” but I don’t know if there
would be enough network time to say all I have to
say. You see, the secret I have learned about living
with females is that it is better to play dumb and let
them think that they are always right. But that, in
itself, is a whole ‘nother story!
Until next time….XXOO Daniel
In June, Daniel tragically lost his battle with liver
disease. We’ll miss his adventures and send our
sincere sympathies to Kirk and Holli Sampson. ed.

I don’t think its likely
AN ANGEL IN
THE WOODS
By Holli Sampson

!

that any of us will ever forget
that night in November when
we got a call from Debbie
Wolff that Susie had escaped
while being loaded into the car
at Dr. Lee’s. It was a bitter day
and I had walked into the house

from a hard day at work to hear
a panicked voice on my
answering machine yelling
“Holli, pick up the phone!!!!
Pick up the phone!!!!” It was
Vicki Pearrow giving me the
news that Susie had escaped.
My heart sank like an anvil into
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Angel, contd. my feet and I felt
sick just thinking about it.
Susie, our Susie.
She was a
beautiful 4 year old female, black
and tan, who had just come all
the way from an eastern state
with Holly, another female. They
had both been used for breeding
and both were very fearful of the
world as they had never lived
outside of a kennel. Susie had
been the more regressed of the
two, so frightened that she would
not even raise her head to look at
any of us. Both dogs were very
sweet but we had never seen two
more frightened girls. To hear
that Susie was missing was just
unthinkable.
I stood there in the kitchen and
looked out the window as night
was rapidly falling. Susie had
last been seen running in a
massive cornfield across the road
from Dr. Lee’s clinic and
disappearing into a heavily
wooded creek bed. Outside, not
only was it dark, but the wind
was bitter. Animal Control was
closed for the day. I felt helpless
and hopeless as my husband
gathered every flashlight we had
and Vicki and I began to call
volunteers to help form a search
party. At Vicki’s suggestion I
leashed up my male, Daniel, who
is fairly calm and took him along
in hopes that Susie would come
to another dog as she was used to
other dogs.

!
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could hear deer in a thicket
nearby, other than that it was just
the pounding of our hearts and
the cry of our voices to our lost
girl.

Escape-artist Susie - she
cleans up pretty good!
Vicki and I met and drove to
Council Bluffs feeling fearful
and sad. On the way we decided
we needed help that can’t come
from people. We needed to call
on a greater power. Vicki began
to pray out loud while I drove
into the night. Meanwhile, at the
corn field, Debbie searched
frantically and prayed, Mark
Morello showed up to help and
so did Lara Vonderlage. Vicki
prayed that a light would show us
where Susie was.
We stood in the corn field and
peered down into the ravine that
surrounded the creek all we
could see were lots of trees,
underbrush, lots of thick mud and
a lot of animal traps. No glowing
eyes, no signs of Susie and she
did not respond to our voices
calling out to her. If only we
could make her understand that
we wanted to help! She had just
been spayed that morning and
now she was wallowing around
in all of that mud in the creek
bed, hiding somewhere. She was
scared and alone in the dark. We

We split up in teams and began to
comb the area. Then, we saw a
light approaching and heard a
motor. It was a man wearing
something like a miner’s cap. He
pulled up next to Debbie Wolff
and said “Did you people lose a
dog or something?” Have you
ever experienced that curious
chill when you know your prayer
is being answered almost
literally? Debbie told him about
Susie and he rode off on his
ATV after telling her he was very
familiar with that creek bed
because he set traps down there
all of the time.
It wasn’t long before he came
back and told us he had spotted
our girl hiding in the
undergrowth.
Before we had
time to even smile, he and Mark
Morello disappeared into the
ravine and the wait began. The
rest of us spread out and scanned
the darkness with our flash lights,
ready in case they flushed Susie
out and she came running our
way. The entire area was closed
in on all sides by very busy roads
and we wanted no chance that
she would run across one of
those.
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Angel, contd. Suddenly, two
shadows were coming toward us
and one of them was carrying
something with glowing eyes. It
was Mark and the stranger and
they had our girl!!
How we
rejoiced in that bitter cold as we
leashed Susie up securely.
I
stood near by with Daniel, whose
presence seemed to comfort
Susie.
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We got Susie who was still
terriifed, covered in mud and
very cold back to Dr. Lee’s. Dr.
Lee graciously had waited for us
at the clinic and boy did she look
surprised when we walked in
with the escapee. Quickly, she
got Susie into the bath tub for a
warm bath and confirmed that
her incision was ok. Then Susie
was placed in her kennel with a
heater blowing on it. She was
Our stranger told his name was safe.
Bob Woods and gave us his
address and then he disappeared We walked back into the night
almost as quickly as he had and looked up at the sky and
shown up, in fact, so quickly and marveled at how clear it was and
how bright the stars were. It was
quietly that we wondered if he really only then that we remarked
was for real or not.
how cold it was. We stopped and

ROGER’S STORY
After losing my best friend Reed last
summer I saw a Doberman Rescue poster at my
local feed store. The picture looked exactly like
Reed so I contacted the rescue organization and
donated some money.
I later decided to become a foster parent.
Several weeks after that the rescue called and asked
me to foster a young male for them. The rescue
folks arrived and turned the young male who was
very thin and depressed over to me. I then began
feeding him three times a day and taking him to
Saturday showings at local pet stores with
Doberman Rescue. People would look at Droopy
but no one adopted him. He won my heart over and

!

gave thanks for the answer to
prayer together and departed into
the night.
Debbie Wolff sent Bob Woods a
BassPro gift card for his help.
He did call her to tell her that he
got it, but still we wonder about
that whole situation. Was he
real? The only thing we know
for sure is that all of our lives
were touched by a miracle that
night and all of us who had been
so frightened were amazed to say
that it had been an incredible
night in so many ways.
All Daniel cared about was that
he got a hamburger on the way
home!

I ended up adopting him myself because I became
so attached.
A few weeks later another foster arrived. This time
a beautiful red female with perfectly cropped ears.
She came from the pound with the stipulation that
she not be placed in a kennel. She was the perfect
companion for Droopy but she had more energy
than any dog I had ever seen!! She was a big hit at
the Saturday get-togethers but an absolutely terrible
back seat driver while riding in the car! It took
awhile to find the right fit for her but she did get
placed in the right eventually.
My next rescue was a petite deaf blue female. She
was thought to have been caged in very tight space
with no room to stand and consequently had posture
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problems. But her posture improved and she too
became a wonderful companion for Droopy. She
could never have been an only dog because getting her
in and out of my house was only accomplished by
following Droopy. Everyone at Doberman Rescue
absolutely loved her and would have kept her but she
eventually went off to a wonderful home in Colorado.
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female but not as energetic as the previous red female.
She is very petite but not quite housebroken yet.
Being a female and able to hear she is a great watch
dog. At the time of this writing we haven’t placed her
yet but I know we will soon if I don’t adopt her
myself!

It's a wonderful feeling knowing that these dogs have
Rescue number four was from western Nebraska
a new lease on life and are providing companionship
where she was abandoned. She was another young red to their new families.

FAMILY AFFAIR:!
SNATCHED FROM THE DEATH
CHAMBER – WE NEED HOMES!

Greetings!

I know you were expecting Mr.
French, Uncle Bill, Buffy, Cissy and Jody, but in
reality we identify more with the Addams Family for
none of us look much alike yet we are all related.
Our names are Libby,
Juliette and Gigi and we
are sisters. Our mama,
Isabella was doing her
best to provide for us as
a single parent after her
owner drove her into the
countryside and dumped
our little family. Mama
and Juliette went looking
for food while Gigi and
Gigi
Libby stayed in hiding. We were apprehended and
taken to a place that looked like a jail. We were all
very frightened and our mama, who is very young,
was doing her best to calm us.
Together we hoped for a better life but we were
sentenced to the gas chamber. Our crime: being
alive and unwanted. Mama told us to be brave but
we knew the gas chamber was a very bad place for

!

no dog that
went there ever
returned.
Fortunately for
us a very nice
lady came and
took us to
safety. She is
our fairy
g o d m o t h e r.
She called
Juliette
Doberman
Rescue and they welcomed our very frightened
family. Mama and Juliette were very sick with a
cough but they are getting better and we are safe.

Mama Isabella

Mama is
under two
years old
and we
girls are
under six
months of
age. We
understand
adversity
and love
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lives.
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Although we are not pure Dobermans by any
means we know we have been given a chance at
life. If you give us a chance to become a part of
your family you will have adopted a very
faithful friend. Please help us make the dream
of a forever family for each of us come true.
Please go to www.doberescue-ne.org and fill out
an application.

Libby

Clark Goes to His
New Home
DEBBIE AND MARK’S STORY
Clark came to DRON as a stray and was named
by the volunteers. He was a beautiful red male
with heartworm disease. He was a little dog
aggressive but eventually learned to tolerate our
doberman Rocky.
Clark seemed very sad and confused about what
was happening. Clark had the most beautiful sad
golden eyes and was a very sweet and gentle dog.
How do people throw away these beautiful
creatures? After his first treatment for heartworm
he was a very sick boy and just wanted to lay his
head on your lap and be stroked.
Clark liked me but he loved my husband Mark.
The moment Mark came home, Clark would
follow Mark all through the house. Where ever
Mark went Clark went. He would sit beside
Mark for hours with his head on Mark’s lap.
Clark was with us over 6 weeks as we saw him
through his heartworm treatment and we both
became very attached to him.
Then an

!

application came from a family by the name of
Clark(imagine that! The Clarks wanted Clark!)
in Iowa. They were looking for a red male and
when they saw Clark’s picture on the DRON
website and saw his name they knew he had to be
theirs. They came to meet him at Petsmart on a
Saturday and fell in love with Clark’s gentle
sweet demeanor and his beautiful golden
expressive eyes and couldn’t wait to get him
home. However, they were leaving on a vacation
so asked us to hold him for a week until they
returned. We gladly kept him one more week.
We had had him in our home for almost 8 weeks
when he was finally adopted and had become
very attached but knew he was going to a great
new home.
When the day came for Clark to leave, we were
both very sad. We still miss him and think about
him often. The Clarks emailed us to let us know
how much they adore Clark. He is the wife’s
constant companion and keeps her company
during the week when her husband is out of
town.
Some people ask me why I do volunteer work
with dogs instead of volunteering with a group
that benefits people. They obviously have never
heard the saying “Help a dog, heal a human”. ,
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A Dobie’s Work Is
Never Done

JULY 2009
TV very well from there, so I fixed it. It was nice
of Mom to take pictures for my portfolio and
resume. Too bad she didn't get one of the couch
the day I decided to move that.

by Josie

Hi Everybody, Josie here.

Well, my
favorite day of the year is coming up. I love
Valentine's Day because I love hugs & kisses
sooooo much. (yes, this was written in January!
ed.) Of course Mom has to take some of the fun
away by making me wear this stupid scarf with
hearts & lips on it. I do love it when people tell
me I'm cute, but it's still so embarrassing! All I
can say is there will be retribution! And speaking
of retribution, Mom made treats and then sent
them to ANOTHER dog. Can you believe it?!
Why would she do that when she knows the earth
revolves around me. Me me me, it's all about
ME!
As most of you know, the Westminster Dog Show
was on just a couple of days ago. Well, I pointed
out to Mom that Doberman's are in the working
class; therefore, it's in my blood to have a job and
I take my jobs very seriously. Got to get to the
top of that corporate ladder, don't ya know!
Well, my current profession is furniture moving.
It leaves me plenty of time for my hobbies and
side jobs of: getting plenty of hugs & kisses
(very hard work, let me tell you!); making Mom
laugh (easy one since she's such a pushover!);
and irritating my sister Gracie. That one just
comes naturally to me.
In the attached pictures the chair that is right in
front of the TV is normally behind where Mom is
standing to take the pictures. You couldn't see the

!

Josie the decorator - just about finished!
You'd think Mom would have been grateful and
proud of all my hard work, but NO, instead she is
talking about kenneling me when she's gone.
Some reward I get for all the thought and planning
I put into redecorating this place.
As most of you know, Mom likes to bake all sorts
of stuff, dog cookies, people cookies, bread, etc.
Well, last Sunday she was making bread and
since I know that bread dough is toxic to us dogs,
we didn't want that (*not going down that road
again!) However, nothing was ever said about the
yeast, so we, that would be Gracie & me, decided
we'd test that out. It's great that Mom buys yeast
in large quantities so there was enough to share,
about 2 cups. Yet again Mom was not as happy as
we assumed she would be. Here we were trying
to help out and let her know the yeast was still
good and she just kept picturing our tummies
blowing up. She found out that all it would do
was give us a tummy ache and really bad gas. We
cleared the whole house out that afternoon!
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Josie, contd. *Speaking of not going down that road again, I want everyone to know I've been drug
free since my release from the clinic. That work release program has really done the trick!
Please pass out lots of hugs & kisses to all the good dogs & cats this weekend!
Hugs to all. Love Josie, The Wonder Dog

Reuben’s Story
by Mark Morello

I've seen quite a few dogs come through our
rescue, some with exuberant personalities, others
with laid back, carefree attitudes, and those who
are frightened at the slightest sound or movement.
I've been able to watch these fosters flourish and
prepare for their forever homes.

While he was in foster with me, my elderly mother
was placed in a rehabilitation center for hip
surgery.
I took him up to the center quite
frequently. Reuben's ability to calm people and
bring smiles to the faces of the patients with his
soft face proved he had a career in pet therapy
awaiting him. He had this same ability with other
dogs.
One of my own resident dogs had an
unpleasant encounter with a previous foster but
Reuben set him at ease immediately. One of my
other resident dogs was often found snuggling next
to Reuben. (She doesn't even snuggle with me!)
Reuben was also a great napping buddy. His
favorite thing would be to crash on the couch with
me, tuck his head under my chin, drape a front leg
over me, and rest his back legs on my feet. He
would always let my Miniature Pinscher snuggle
between us.

The foster who touched my heart and will forever
have a place there, was mybuddy, Reuben. Reuben
was a mess of health issues when he came to us
due to a severe infection that had set in long before
we got him. Although a lot had gone on in
Reuben’s short life, a lot of it not the best, he
touched the hearts of everyone, human or furry,
that he met.

!

Reuben was such a wonderful ambassador for the
rescue. His gentle nature educated the public in the
wonderful nature of the Doberman breed. While
his time on the earth was limited, he touched many
lives.
We will never totally understand what
happened in those final hours, what we do know is
that we miss him and that he is in his perfect
“forever” home now. I believe he watches over us
as we continue our work to help others. Reuben
was proof that it’s not how long we have on this
earth that matters but what we do with the time we
do have. I take that lesson with me as I foster and
work with rescue dogs each day.
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The Adoption
of Shelby
by Tonja and Jason

One Saturday while we
were showing Duchess, our
first foster Doberman, at a
local pet store, we noticed
Shelby struggling
throughout the day.
We
learned that Shelby had
some security issues and had
never been able to be
placed with a foster family,
let alone have anyone
interested in her as a
permanent member of their
family. The day that we met
her, we truly steered clear of
her, as she would snarl at the
other rescued Dobermans.
Duchess was an older good
girl who didn't need any
trouble. We came home that

!

day, and I just couldn't get
Shelby out of my mind. In
fact we had left that day
from the pet supply store,
saying ‘Wow!, Shelby is
sure going to be hard to
place!’ I found myself telling
my husband Jason, that I
didn’t know why but I
thought I would be able to
work with her. I knew if no
one would work with her
and take some time to help
her she would never find a
forever home and she would
be put down. The thought
just wouldn't go away, Jason
finally and reluctantly
agreed. We brought Shelby
home; we already had our
own dog Ozzie who was a
12 year old Foxhound,
Duchess, and now Shelby.
We kept Shelby separated
from the others and I began
working with her. Duchess
got adopted to a wonderfully
nice lady, and lived a life of
leisure until she passed over
the rainbow bridge. And
Shelby stayed in boot camp
working hard to earn the
right to have a forever
family. She needed to be
nice to others, to play nice
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with others, and to feel good
about herself. Having been
in 4-H as a child and taken
many
years
of
dog obedience classes, and
then having watched video's
and now those great
television shows that share
tips and techniques
are available as well.
I
started working with Shelby
incorporating what I had
learned.
She turned into
a completely different dog
over time. She was more
secure, she would play nice
with others, and she enjoyed
life. She was ready to find
her forever home! So we
started looking for the right
home for her. Luka became
a permanent addition to our
family during this time as
well, and he was a great
mentor for Shelby. They
became good friends, after
starting out a little rocky for
a couple of days.
They
would run around together,
and have a great time just
like best friends should. A
few people came along who
were considered, some
considered her some she
considered, it took a little
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while, but finally the right
home did come along and
Shelby was placed. It was a
great match!
Life as she
knew it was about to change!
Having come from an
abusive home before her
arrival in rescue, she was
now ready to live a life of
loving luxury. I recall
hearing that some dogs
and owners sometimes look
like each other. I looked at
the two of them and could
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just see what a great match
they were.
He was the
owner she had been waiting
for! Shelby had picked her
home. While we were sad
to see Shelby leave us, we
were so happy that all of the
hard work she had done had
paid off!
She had
met higher than our
expectations, and was now
going to be rewarded. That
made it all worth while! Our
beautiful princess Shelby

President’s Message
FOSTERING: THE HEART
OF THE RESCUE

I try to stress this point often and I will
say it again: every single volunteer within this
organization is so important, every task a
matter of possible life and death to the dogs. I
want to emphasize that because so many
people think that as one person they don’t
make a difference, but they do. From the
volunteers who work with us occasionally to
the ones who are involved with things on a

!

now was going home to her
castle! Don't forget that you
toocan be a Dobie's knight in
shining armor!
Fill out
the volunteer form, and
someone will be in touch
with you to find out what
you would like to help with!
There are so many
opportunities to help
available, and these Dobie
princesses and princes need
your help to find their
forever homes!

by Holli Sampson

daily basis, you all matter! Don’t ever forget
that and don’t ever forget that even when
humans may not seem appreciative, it means
everything to our dogs. Thank you for every
ounce of time and heart you put into them. I
want you to know that you are all appreciated.
That being said, we are dedicating much of
this issue to our foster families and as such
have asked many of them to share their
thoughts and stories on fostering. Although
we have boarded our dogs when fosters are not
available everyone knows it is much better for
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Fostering, cont’d the dogs to be in a foster
home to best prepare them for the future and
their forever family.
What do fosters do? It might be a shorter
article to tell you what they don’t do for they
have to do so many things. They open their
homes and families to dogs they know very
little about in a lot of cases. They take these
dogs in and they put up with so much. What
foster hasn’t had a dog urinate or defecate or
throw up in their house? Not only in the house
but on their favorite sofa or other treasured
item? So, there are the messes to clean up. In
Tonya Pitcher’s case, she had a mom and 9
puppies, the clean up was endless but she rose
to the task each day. (Note: I have to say this.
I have been in almost every home where there
is a foster and just about every time the foster
parent worries aloud “does my house smell?”
and you know what? They never smell and this
is coming from me and I smell everything!
You guys do an awesome job at keeping your
homes clean so don’t worry!)
Fosters deal with the baggage that each dog
brings in. All living creatures have baggage,
some of it is good baggage and some of it is
not. Dogs are emotional creatures. Foster
parents work through those emotions and issues
that come with it. They are long on patience
and love and some times short on sleep. They
are willing to call the trainer when they can’t
figure something out and open to looking at
different ways of doing things because their

VALERIE’S STORY
The rewards of volunteering and fostering

!
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entire goal is to get that dog ready for its
forever home.
They put the dog’s happiness above their own.
They put aside time and energy to bring the
dog out to events and to train it and when the
day comes that the perfect home comes along,
they do the hardest thing of all, and they let the
dog go to that new home for that is their goal.
They may cry when the dog is gone and miss it
horribly but they ultimately rejoice that the dog
has a home. They go home, dry their tears and
take on the next challenge. They keep in touch
with the new families to make sure all is going
well and sometimes if things don’t work out,
they take the dog back.
All fosters have their own individual gifts.
Some like dogs that will really challenge them,
others like to nurture, and others like to train.
All of them are selfless warriors who willingly
rise to the task each day.
Reading all of this may make you wonder why
they do it. It sounds like such a hassle, doesn’t
it? I will let most of them tell you why in their
own stories but I think I can safely say, they
love the breed and when the dog goes to its
forever home, it may hurt but what a rewarding
thing to know that they made a difference.
I feel honored to serve beside them, and
inspired. I hope you will too.

My sister, Alyssa, was a senior at Millard
West and she had to do a community service
project. Dobermans are her favorite breed so
she chose volunteering for DRON. My step-dad
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Valerie, contd. had a long tailed Dobie girl named
Slicka before he met my mom and he would show
the pictures of her to us and tell us how she was the
greatest dog ever. I think that's how Valarie, contd.
Alyssa started to like Dobermans. At the time,
DRON had just taken in thirteen mixed breed dogs
that lost their homes from hurricane Katrina.
Alyssa invited me to volunteer with her and for a
few weekends we would pick up Katrina dogs that
were boarded at Tully's and show them at Petco/
Petsmart. It was always an adventure with the
Katrina dogs. We would have two or three of them
in the car and they would bounce around like
popcorn. Most of the Katrina dogs got adopted
except for one that a DRON volunteer finally
adopted.

come to my house they are expected to follow the
rules. Each dog has its own issues and personality
so one of the first things I try to do is figure out
what makes the dog tick and their motivations for
what they are doing. I love each of them but I
make sure they know that I am in charge.

I wanted to continue to help so I got my first foster
dog, Ronin. Ronin was handed over to me at what
I think was the first Easter event at the Omaha Dog
Park. Ronin taught me a lot about fostering.
Especially when I first brought him home and let
him loose in my house and he peed what seemed
like a week's worth of pee on my guest room bed.
It was then that I realized all new fosters must be
kept on leash until they learn the rules of a new
home. Dogs aren’t mind readers after all. After
Ronin, it's just been one foster after another!

I like hearing how my foster dogs are doing in their
new homes and making sure that they are doing all
right. This past year, two of them passed on, one to
cancer and one got hit by a car. That was hard to
take but I was so glad that they had happy homes
until their time came. We can’t ask for better than
that.

It is very rewarding to get a dog in that has some
things that need to be worked upon and to see them
blossom with training. Usually, what is needed for
dogs with issues is a little time to acclimate to a
new life, TLC, socialization and obedience
training. They all really want to please and to learn
and flourish when given that opportunity. It feels
so good to connect with that and watch them learn
and overcome obstacles.

As a foster I have seen about everything and don’t
tend to get upset but I did have a scare when Storm
had a tooth fall out in my bed! He had very bad
teeth anyway and was an older dog but when I
I have now been fostering for Doberman Rescue found the tooth it sort of freaked me out. I wasn’t
for a good three years and have so many memories. expecting that.
I have seen a lot of dogs move on to their
permanent homes and it is hard to see them go but One never knows quite what to expect when you
I am always so happy when the right home comes bring a foster dog into your home. Every single
along and I know that my work with that dog is one is an adventure and I learn something from
accomplished and then I prepare for the next every one of them. This has been a very good
challenge.
experience to me as I prepare to open Platinum
Paws Pet Resort soon. I hope to continue to work
I will foster any dog and I don’t mind if they are as a foster for it is very rewarding.
bigger with some behavior issues. When they

!
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Georgie’s Recovery --with a little help from Brie, Cody and of
course Denise

I

started volunteering with the rescue
after adopting our beautiful (and perfect) Brie to
be a pal for my boy, Cody. I was one of those
people that said I could never be a foster mom. I
just couldn't love them and then let them go. I'd
want to keep them all, and I already had my two.
Well, that all changed the day I laid eyes on
Georgie.
You see, Georgie was kept away from the other
dogs because he was terribly sick with
heartworm and couldn't get excited at all. He was
just the most pitiful sight I had ever seen. Not
only was he sick, but it was obvious he'd been
terribly neglected; he'd been found as a stray. He
was bone thin, flea bitten and missing a lot of
hair. He wouldn't even look you in the eye. It
was just so sad. I rationalized to myself that I
could foster this poor soul since he needed a
quiet place to recover and I could provide that to
him in my basement rather than in the noisy
kennel. I wouldn't really get attached since he
wouldn't be assimilated into the family, and I
could keep my heart protected at a distance. So
much for that. Georgie stole my heart from me.
I spent many hours just laying on the floor with
him telling him what a wonderful boy he was,
crying my eyes out, afraid he wasn't going to
make it. When you said his name (which of
course he didn't know) he would literally hit the
ground and bend his head down to his front leg
and put his head upside down; like he curled up
from fear. I was determined that I would stand by
this poor guy and spoil him rotten with love and
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positive attention until he realized his world
would be ok. I had Georgie for many months,
recovering from the heartworm, and when he
started to feel better he started playing with my
boy and flirting with my girl. Things were
looking up!
Then the application came in asking for
Georgie by name. I have to admit, I cried my
eyes out giving him up. (I'm tearing up now just
thinking about it!) And when Georgie's new
daddy (George) brought him back to visit the
DRON members, I absolutely bawled my guts
out. I told George that Georgie was walking
around with my heart. And I still feel that way.
But you see, Georgie taught me that I did have
the ability to nurture and then set free. I couldn't
have chosen a more perfect place for him. He is
loved without limits in his forever home every
day and is spoiled rotten. Everything my heart
wanted for him. He deserved it!! The last time I
saw Georgie he had a girlfriend named Princess.
If I dare say, Georgie was confident and quite the
ladies man. Hardly recognizable as the shell he
used to be.
By letting Georgie go, I was able to take in my
second foster, Slick. A little guy that had no
issues at all except that he was pretty thin. Well I
took that as a challenge to fatten him up, and I
did have a little experience with that! He walked
right in and became fast friends with my dogs.
When he was adopted it was a bit easier to give
him over to his forever family. Again, the perfect
fit!
Then there was Darby and Kirby. I could talk
about them forever. Let's just say we wanted to
keep them together and I didn't have the heart to
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split them up, so I fostered them both. It started off
that Darby had a swollen leg, then Kirby did too.
That first night was rough. Kirby had a fever and
was obviously very sick. I was convinced he wasn't
going to make it through the night. But the vet took
care of them and eventually they got better. Once
they were through the medical issues, it was time to
separate them. One of the DRON volunteers agreed
to foster Darby since he had more social issues than
Kirby. I hated to see him go, but I knew it was time.
Then I got more time with Kirby, who I absolutely
adore! He was my kind of dog, and he loved me
too.
When the application came in to DRON from Katy,
I knew in my heart she and Kirby were the perfect
pair. She hadn't met him yet, but I had no doubt!
Katy and I have what I like to think of as an open
adoption. She knows how much Kirby means to me
and she brings him out to visit me sometimes. It's so
wonderful to see him (and hug and kiss him) and
see how well he's doing. Kirby's picture is still the
wallpaper on my cell phone, and my picture with
him is my portrait on my Facebook account.

!
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Duke is my current foster love. What a frightened
little thing. He was terrified of his own shadow. He
was so depressed that I just knew I had to help him.
He wouldn't eat or drink anything for 2 days. I
finally had to drag him out of his kennel and syringe
water into his mouth. I coaxed him to eat and would
use any bribe I could. Chicken broth was the trick.
I've had Duke for almost 4 months now, and I will
brag a little bit by saying that he is an entirely
different dog. He's playful, happy and more selfconfident. I absolutely love Duke with all my heart,
but I know his forever home is out there for him.
The same way it was for Georgie, Slick, Darby and
Kirby.
By giving these dogs a loving home, no matter how
short or long a period of time, I have found the
greatest sense of giving. I am also showing my two
teenage boys (15 & 19) compassion in action. They
know how good it feels to help make a difference in
the lives of these dogs, and in turn to the families
that adopt these wonderful dogs. Service to others;
in this case Dobermans.
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Fostering Susie - life with
Zeus, Tara and Skooter
by Lisa Taylor

My story started 7yrs ago when I decided
that I needed a larger dog around the house for
protection. I had already had a small yorkie. I
researched different breeds and came across
Dobermans. I read everything that I could on
the breed. I wanted to make sure it was what I
was looking for and then I made my decision. I
began a search that took a couple of months to
complete and finally bought a puppy from a
breeder over the phone, sight unseen. When I
picked him up I was kind of in shock. He was 8
weeks old, cute as he could be but he had these
huge, I mean HUGE paws, and I was afraid he
wouldn’t grow into them! I named him Zeus.
He kept growing to this huge 130 pound boy that
he is today. He is very gentle, loving and of
course very protective of me. I fell in love with
the breed. When he was 2 yrs old I decided he
needed a playmate that could really play. So I
started my search looking for another Doberman
(female).
I kept looking until one day by
accident I came across Doberman rescue’s
website. The next thing you know I’m making a
call and talking with Alice about adopting a
female and she introduced me to Tara. She
looked so sad that I fell in love with her
immediately. Zeus and Tara seemed to get along
fine and Tara went home with us. The next three
months were quite an adventure as Tara was
determined to take over the house! She didn’t
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like Skooter, my Yorkie, at all. She would beat
him up and big brother would step in. Talk
about 2 boys being run over by a female- it was
very enlightening! There were times that they
would look at me with their sad eyes as if to ask
me what I had been thinking when I put them all
together. One day after 3 months of torture the
fighting just stopped and everyone knew their
place. To look at them today one would never
know there had ever been any issues as Zeus and
Tara are almost over protective of Skooter.
(Skooter gets stepped on pretty often being so
much smaller than his siblings!)
Two months ago I noticed that Doberman rescue
had puppies and I thought I would adopt one. I
found out that I couldn’t adopt because I was in
city limits and you can only own 3 dogs.
I
thought about it for about a week and thought
maybe I could help by fostering dogs. I talked
to Tonya and she explained how fostering works.
Here I am fostering my first dog Susie. She has
been a challenge but with lots of love and
patience Susie is slowly taking baby steps. The
rewards of watching her explore her new found
freedom are enough for me. Making sure she
finds a very loving home that will adopt her is
very important.
People are always shocked when they find out
that I have Dobermans. They usually think of
them being mean and would attack anybody. I
have to tell you when they meet Zeus and Tara
their attitudes change. To anybody who is on the
fence about fostering or adopting a Doberman I
would ask you to just think about what a
wonderful dog you would be getting if you gave
them a chance!
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DECEMBER 2008

!We need your help!
Doberman Rescue welcomes your donations and help of any kind!
____ Yes, I would like to help you to care for the animals.
Enclosed is my gift of $_________.
____ I would like to make a monthly pledge to support
Doberman Rescue of Nebraska. I will pledge a monthly amount of $________.
____ I know of a business that would do a corporate sponsorship.
Here is their contact information:

____________________________________________________________________________________
DRON is a 501 (c) (3) organization, so all donations are tax deductible!
PLEASE MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO DRON,
ATTN: HOLLI SAMPSON
POB 390684
Omaha, NE 68139-0684
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT DONATING:
NAME:

______________________________________

ADDRESS: ______________________________________
______________________________________
EMAIL ADDRESS (WE WILL NOT SELL THIS TO ANYONE!)_____________________
PHONE NUMBER: (_____) - _______-_____________
____I AM INTERESTED IN BEING A VOLUNTEER. PLEASE CONTACT ME!
TELL US ABOUT YOUR DOG:

THANK YOU AGAIN!
!
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Adoption - table Dates !!
Please drop by or volunteer
to help at our adoption
events, dates and locations
below:
8/15 - Petco - 132nd & Center
8/22 - Petsmart - Oakview
8/29 - Petsmart - 72nd & Jones

9/5 – Petco – 132nd & Center
9/12 – Petsmart – 72nd & Jones
9/19 - Petco – 132nd & Center
9/26 – Petsmart – Oakview

10/3 – Petco – 132nd & Center
10/10 – Petsmart – 72nd &
Jones

10/17 – Petco – 132nd & Center
10/24 – Petsmart – Oakview

DECEMBER 2008
10/31 – Petsmart – 72nd &
Jones
11/7 - Petco – 132nd & Center
11/14 – Petsmart – 72nd &
Jones

11/21 - Petco – 132nd & Center
11/28 – Petsmart – Oakview
December 2009 – TBA for Santa
Paws

Call for Volunteers and Donations!

Make your plans to volunteer at DRON adoption events.

We always need people to answer
questions about the dogs and the adoption process, shuttle dogs from foster homes or kennels,
and help spread the good will about Doberman Rescue. Contact Holli at 402"614"4495 to see
what kind of help is needed in a given week.

Doberman Rescue of Nebraska
POB 390684
OMAHA NE 68139-0684

